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Objective: To identify and use present simple.

To use wh-questions

Ability: Listening, Reading and Writing.

Attitude:  Excited

• *Escribir en el cuaderno las diapositivas con asterisco 

rojo en la orilla superior derecha*

*



Present simple

• We use the present simple talk to about actions, routines or facts

I eat broccoli (action)

I brush my teeth every day (routine)

London is a large city (fact)

• But when we use He/She/It we add an –s to the verb:

• He eats brocoli

• She plays football

*



Present simple

• When using the verbs in present simple, we have to follow different rules:

1. In general, in the third person we add –s

I, you, we, They → speak /learn

He, she, it → Speaks/learns

2. For verbs that end in, -o, -ch, -sh, -ss, -x or –z, we add   –es in the third  
person:

Do → Does

Fix →Fixes

Wash → Washes

Kiss → Kisses

*



Present simple

3. For verbs that end in – y, we remove the y and add –ies:

Marry →Marries

Carry → Carries

Study →Studies

* Exception:  

If the verbs ends in vowel + y, we just add the –s

Play →Plays

Enjoy → Enjoys

Say → Says

*



Activity N°1

• Transform the verbs in brackets according to the present 
simple rules:

1. She _______________(do) homework at home.

2. He ________________ (play) Free-fire online.

3. It __________________(clean) itself.

4. I ___________________ (fix) the car every Friday.

5. We ________________ (study) every day.

*



Wh-questions
• In English, we use different wh- questions depending on the intention of our              

question:

1. We use ‘who’ to ask about a person  → ‘Who is Miss Cinzia?’ ‘ She is my teacher’

• 2. We use ‘when’ to ask about an specific time → ‘When is the party?’ ‘ at 8 
o’clock’

• 3. We use ‘why’ to ask about a reason → ‘Why are you late?’ ‘ I slept in’

*



Wh-questions

4. We use ‘what’ to ask about an object or an action →
‘ What is this? ‘ It’s sugar’
‘What are you doing? ‘I’m doing yoga’

5. We use ‘where’ to ask about a place → ‘Where is the shop?’           
‘It’’s around the corner’



Here is a summary …

Wh- question Possible answer

Who A person

When An specific time

Why A reason

What An object or action

Where A place



Activity N°2

What 

Who

Where

When

Why

• Draw a line from the Wh-question to the possible answer. Use different               
colours for each line.

A place

A person

An specific time

An object or an action

Reasons

*


